
SAFE HARBOUR INVERCLYDE 

Providing Emotional Support to our Community 



 

Safe Harbour Inverclyde is an Emotional 

Support Programme aimed at improving 

emotional wellbeing and emotional 

resilience. 

 

The Safe Harbour Emotional Support Programme is an asset-

based psychosocial talking therapy that supports individuals to 

improve their emotional resilience and sense of wellbeing.  By 

focusing on developing emotional qualities such as self esteem, 

self worth and confidence, we can indirectly have a positive 

impact on mental health issues such as anxiety, depression, PTSD, 

phobias and trauma. 

Using the Safe Harbour model within one to one appointments, 

alongside other tools such as Walk and Talk sessions and 

HeartMath Stress Management, we can support some of the 

most vulnerable people within our community. 
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PAGE 4 | Report from the Board 

It is both a privilege and a pleasure to be presented with the task of 

providing this foreword for the 2018 annual report on behalf of the Board of 

Safe Harbour Inverclyde.  

This year, as with previous years, has seen the organisation continue to 

produce excellent results in providing emotional support for some of the 

community’s most vulnerable people. As usual all targets have not only been 

achieved but have been exceeded. Results reveal that with all clients who 

fully completed their engagement 83% agreed that their family relationships 

had improved since attending the Safe Harbour Programme. Statistics also 

show that there was a significant improvement in the self-confidence of 

clients, that their ability to deal with difficult emotions had increased and 

that they felt they were more capable of dealing with feelings of emotional 

vulnerability. All of these changes can be taken as true indicators of a client’s 

emotional well-being and that Safe Harbour Inverclyde is having a profoundly 

positive effect on people’s lives.  

There are many factors that have contributed to the success of the 

organisation but there are a number of main elements that have to be 

mentioned here. Firstly, there is our financial backing without which we 

would be unable to continue. For this we must continue to thank not only 

the Big Lottery (our main donor) but also other organisations such as the 

Barcapel Foundation and the Schuh Trust whose contributions have been 

greatly appreciated. 

Secondly, we have received a great deal of legal support and expertise from 

the Shephard and Wedderburn Law Firm whose help has been invaluable.  

Thirdly, I must of course mention my fellow board members for their due 

diligence and excellent governance of the organisation. It continues to be a 
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pleasure to work with them. 

Finally, we have to look to the excellent work, professionalism and basic 

humanity of the staff from the CEO down; who through their different roles 

are providing an important service to individuals with serious problems who 

often have nowhere else to turn to.  

There has been a great deal of attention focused in recent years on the 

mental and emotional health of the population and the need for 

organisations such as ours to help curtail what has been recognised as a rising 

epidemic of mental and emotional trauma. Inverclyde in particular, with its 

high levels of deprivation, has been acknowledged as an area of extreme 

concern in this regard. Consequently, we look forward to the organisation 

going from strength to strength as it meets the challenge of alleviating 

this problem.  
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Welcome to our Annual Review 2017 to 2018, which will give 
you an insight into another successful year for Safe Harbour 
Inverclyde, on all levels. 
 

Since rebranding in August 2017 to Safe Harbour 
Inverclyde, we have continued to meet an ever-growing 
demand for the Safe Harbour Emotional Support 
Programme. This has been a challenge for all involved in the 
project; even so, we have seen growth and development in all aspects of the 
rebranded Safe Harbour Inverclyde.  
Being able to sustain growth, both financially and organisationally, is extremely 
difficult in the current, social, financial and political climate - one that we are all 
operating within. We will all be facing similar challenges around finance, increasing 
need, legislation, governance, alongside external and internal social and economic 
pressures.  
We have faced all of these challenges head on and have worked tirelessly to 
maintain and develop our strategic infrastructure.  This includes myself and our 
Directors identifying skills gaps on our Board. Following a solution focused 
development day, and working with our corporate partners, we have been able to 
identify potential new board members for the future, with a range of professional 
expertise.  
It is vital for any service to evolve and we look every year to improve on the last, 
from finance and governance to improving staff skills, developing new partnerships 
and supporting more people, without reducing the quality of the intervention. 
This will help us develop and grow Safe Harbour as a strong alternative emotional 
support service - a compliment to statutory services, working in partnership to 
support those most marginalised and emotionally vulnerable in our community.   
In this climate of continuous change, ever decreasing budgets, reduced funding and 
increasing demand, we are seeing a negative impact across the Third Sector.  
It is testament to the whole team at Safe Harbour Inverclyde that we have been able 
to make the best use of the resources available, increasing our funding streams 
though diligent financial management and innovation in our business planning. 
Adding to our private sector corporate partners has been instrumental in helping us 
achieve these goals, alongside a committed Board and strong staff team. This means 
that we can ensure our costs and resources are utilised most effectively in 
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supporting those most emotionally vulnerable and marginalised in the heart of the 
Inverclyde community.  
Our priority at Safe Harbour is always to understand the social fabric of the area; 
therefore, we embrace priorities identified by the new Mental Health Bill 2017, 
Christie Report, NHS 2020 Vision, local Single Outcome Agreements and Scottish 
Government priorities, alongside our own research intensively carried out over the 
last 6 years. The range of issues we engage with are socially and emotionally 
complex, highlighting the need for a service such as ours. Our aim is always to look at 
ways to work alongside statutory services as an alternative, but not a replacement. 
This need is highlighted at Safe Harbour Inverclyde, by having a waiting list at 
approximately 20 weeks currently.  
Based on demand, we have been able to develop and grow the service by recruiting 
additional staff and looking to identify some new premises in the near future. This 
adds to an already strong foundation and infrastructure, creating a more sustainable 
and resilient service, evolving to meet needs-led support.  
Safe Harbour Inverclyde continues to go from strength to strength. The National 
Lottery UK invited Safe Harbour Inverclyde to be part of a national conference and 
consultation looking at successful asset-based approaches to supporting mental 
health and wellbeing, entitled “Interactions not Interventions” in September 2017. 
We mentioned last year that there was significant interest in the service, which 
resulted in a visit in July by a representative from Kent Council.  He spent 3 days at 
Safe Harbour to gather evidence and share knowledge and may potentially look at 
some partnership work in 2020.  
We are in our final year of being evaluated by ACOSVO, as one of only 50 
organisations to be chosen across Scotland to be assessed over 3 years. All our 
reports have been positive, showing that Safe Harbour’s innovation of service 
delivery and corporate support are key components to our success.  
This external evaluation gives another layer of transparency and allows our funders 
and supporters to see an independent assessment of Safe Harbour Inverclyde.  
All of this could not be done without the commitment, diligence, hard work, honesty 

and support I receive from my Board of Directors, they have been instrumental in in 

getting Safe Harbour to where it is today, so thank you one and all. 

Lastly, I must mention my team; Bernie McKee (SESP), Mairi Campbell (ESP) and last 

but not least Amy Errington (Executive Admin Officer) - all of whom have excelled in 

every task set and every problem encountered.  So, a collective thanks to you all and 

heartfelt admiration for your commitment to Safe Harbour and more especially to 

every client we support…    

2018 has been a successful and positive year for Safe Harbour Inverclyde and we 

look forward to seeing what 2018 will bring for the service. 
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Reflecting on the past year I have to say that my first and main thought is 

how inspired and humbled I feel by the clients I have the privilege to work 

alongside.  The strength, bravery and courage I witness every day in work is 

nothing short of motivating, which ignites the hard work, passion, dedication 

and commitment shown by the full team at Safe Harbour Inverclyde.  May 

we all continue supporting each other with genuine care and compassion as 

we grow and move forward.   

I have enjoyed and learned a great deal from both in-house and external 

training and feel enthusiasm to progress with personal development to build 

on my current skill base to keep providing clients with the best possible 

emotional support they deserve.  I am excited to be going in to the next year 

with Safe Harbour and look forward to another busy, eventful and successful 

year.   

 

Bernie McKee 

Mairi Campbell

Duncan Shaw 

Amy Errington 
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Within my role as Senior Emotional 

Support Worker over the past five years, 

I’ve had the opportunity to continually 

grow and enhance my skillbase on all 

levels from strategic development, 

training opportunities and raising the 

profile of Safe Harbour. 

I always believe when you have a good 

team working together good positive outcomes are achieved. 2018 has been 

another exceptional year at Safe Harbour where we have exceeded targets, 

but most importantly we have continued to provide a consistent high 

standard of emotional support to our vulnerable service users. 

Safe Harbour’s foundation has always been built upon Care, Respect, Dignity, 

Compassion and Hope. Our service users are the heart and soul of what we 

do. As a team we are motivated, humbled and amazed by the complex life 

issues that our service users have experienced not just in the present but 

also over a lengthy period of time, for others 

this maybe years. The complexity and the 

darkness that many of our service users 

present with at the beginning of their Safe 

Harbour journey is difficult, however, as 

their emotional journey to Recovery 

increases within sessions it never ceases to 

amaze me the strength, courage and bravery 

shown by all our service users. 

The evident increase in their Emotional 

skillbase and resilience is our driving force as Support Workers but also 

highlights the need for Safe Harbour Emotional Support Service to thrive and 

survive for the future. 
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Jamie Byham, Kent Council - July 2018 

Social Care Student, WCS - January 2018 

Julia Abel, Inspiring Scotland - September 2018 

2018 Professional Contacts| PAGE 11  
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Our Emotional Support Practitioners Mairi and 

Bernie attended the Amazon Family Fun Day in 

June. As well as providing information, they ran 

fun activities for the young people who 

attended, including drawing. Any visitors to our 

office will be able to see some 

of the amazing drawings 

created by talented young 

people displayed on our walls.  

The event was well attended, 

giving families the opportunity 

to find out more about the 

service and start a discussion 

around emotional health. 

 

We are very thankful to the incredible 

people who have raised money for us over 

the past year. This includes the first year 

Biology students at Glasgow University.  The 

students collected funds by charging £1 any 

time a student forgot their lab coat. The 

students then voted for a charity to donate 

to and Safe Harbour Inverclyde was chosen 

- we were very kindly nominated for this 

donation by local student, Vicki Smith.   
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Our stall at The SCVO Gathering was a 

great success. The two day event was 

held in February and had over 2800 

attendees.  

We were able to form valuable 

connections with a number of other 

services, as well as letting people know 

about the work of Safe Harbour. We 

enjoyed visiting the other stalls as well 

as attending some of the thought provoking and inspiring talks held by various 

groups. Overall, we were able to start good conversations about the 

importance of emotional health, as one of the few services there representing 

the talking therapy sector. We are grateful to everyone who stopped by our 

stall to talk and find out more.  

 

Meetings and Presentations:  

• Community Links Practitioners 

• The Ridge 

• Inspiring Scotland 

• Ardgowan Hospice 

• Inverclyde HSCP 

• West College Scotland 

• Kent Council 

• Everyday Compassion Conference 

• Recovery in Inverclyde 

• COSCA Recognition Event 

 

Staff Training Events:  

• Victim Support: Victims of Sexual 

Crime 

• Women’s Aid: The Dynamics of 

Domestic Abuse and Gender and 

Coercive Control 

• COSCA: Ethical Practice Seminar 

• HSCP: Drug Awareness 

• Internal: Safe Harbour Model 

Training.  
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We have worked with a total of 

80 clients within the last 

reporting period. This consists of 

23 active clients transferred over 

from the previous year, 53 new 

referrals and 4 returning clients.  

Our referral pathway is 

predominantly from Inverclyde 

GPs (96%) and the majority of 

our clients reside within the 

Greenock area (67.5%). 

 

Of our 80 active clients, 27 

were male and 53 were 

female (66%). 

Following the trend set last 

year, we once again saw an 

increase in referrals in the 

under 25 age bracket - 

which now makes up the 

highest percentage of our 

client group at just over 

31%.  
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Our clients are offered the 

opportunity to rate their 

specific emotional qualities 

and characteristics on 1 - 10 

scales. These are taken at the 

start and end of the 

engagement period.  

The average scores for active 

clients completing both scoring 

sheets are demonstrated here.   

 

 

All data is taken from the Safe Harbour Inverclyde Service Progress Report:  

December 2017 - November 2018. 

 Total Attended Total Time 

Appointments 462 776 Hours and 15 Minutes 

HeartMath 31 45 Hours 

Walk and Talk 24 54 Hours and 45 Minutes 

   

Incoming Calls 353 90 Hours and 15 Minutes 

Outgoing Calls 547 170 Hours and 30 Minutes 

All times are rounded to the nearest 15 minutes.  
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I remember when I first came to Safe Harbour. I felt so alone. I lacked 
confidence in myself. I had no self worth. I felt so isolated and that I had failed 
at certain aspects of my life and blamed myself for certain events. I had 
stopped trusting people and was overcompensating by going out my way to 
help, to take the way I was feeling away from myself and pretending that 
everything was alright. 

I felt that I couldn’t cope. I kept trying to go on but at one point felt it was 
hopeless and that I was having an actual breakdown. I then decided that I 
needed to go and speak to someone. On advice from another support agency 
who had recommended Safe Harbour, I made an appointment with my doctor 
to refer me. That is when I started my Safe Harbour journey.  

Deep down though I knew I had to do this, and with the continued support 
and reassurance and professionalism shown to me by Bernie I started looking 
forward to my appointments and it honestly felt like a weight had been lifted 
off me. I felt valued again. 

I continued at my own pace and gradually broke down bad life events and 
circumstances. I was able to reflect and realise why I had become so anxious 
and had no self worth, why I felt alone but put on a brave face for others, 
sometimes acting the fool or deflecting attention away from myself. 

I have realised that yes, bad horrible things have happened, and life has been 
difficult, but now I am fully aware of all the good in my life, which is of 
importance to me, which I was dismissive of before.  

I can now acknowledge that through it all my weaknesses as I thought are now 
my strengths. My mindset has totally changed from being a victim to being a 
survivor. 

 

We would like to thank our amazing client for bravely shared their story and 
who, by sharing their experience, will hopefully encourage others to seek 
support.  
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We are very grateful to the Big Lottery Fund, who provided us 

with funding for 5 years in December 2015. We would 

additionally like to thank the foundations, services and 

individuals who have made donations to us over the past year. 

A full copy of our accounts are available on the Companies House website.  

For the Financial Year: 1st April 2017—31st March 2018:  

 AMOUNT 

Big Lottery Fund Grants: £151,677 

Donations: £14,500 

Refund £758 

TOTAL: £166,935 

 AMOUNT 

Staffing Costs: £126,026  

Utilities / Phones: £6,419 

Misc. (Petty Cash, Post etc): £4,585 

Advertising / Marketing : £3,535 

Admin and Accounts: £3,168 

Office and Equipment: £1,648 

TOTAL: £145,381 
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We would like to thank the following people for their contribution to, 

or support of, our service over the last year: 

 All of our clients, for your support and feedback. 

 Our funders, whose generous support means that we can 

continue to help vulnerable individuals. 

 Vicki Smith, and the students at Glasgow University, who kindly 

chose to donate to our service. 

 The staff at Shepherd and Wedderburn, who have given their 

time and expertise to support us. 

 Liz McRobb, for her continued valuable guidance and support. 

 Kirsty Gilchrist and Inspiring Scotland, for their guidance in 

evaluating the Safe Harbour service.  

 Clients who have acted as service ambassadors for us over the 

past year - giving up their time to volunteer for us (including JM 

and TS). 

 Guest speakers at our AGM - Shelagh, Arlene and Isabel.  

 

Please do not copy any of the information within this Annual Review without permission 

from Safe Harbour Inverclyde  

Additional copies of this Annual Review can be found on our website 

(www.safeharbour.org.uk) or requested from our office.  



Safe Harbour Inverclyde 
 

2A Newton Street, Greenock, Inverclyde, PA16 8UH 

www.safeharbour.org.uk 

info@safeharbour.org.uk 

01475 892197 

@safeharbourinv 


